Wrapped Around Your Finger: Performance Notes

by Andrew Rooney

Drum Set

First thing to get out of the way is that I'm breaking my minimalist rules, of only using 1 suspended cymbal (plus ride).

There is a very distinctive small splash sound used in this track to great effect. It just didn't work when I tried to play them as normal crashes. I would say that splash is vital to capturing the mood of the track and range of the drum part.

("The song's trademark 'backwards' fills coming out of the Choruses really do need at least one more tom. I only write for 4 piece kits so I have adapted to suit my set up."

Here is a quick review of the cymbal parts I used in the transcription.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Small Splash</th>
<th>Crashes</th>
<th>Ride</th>
<th>Ride Bell</th>
<th>Hi Hat</th>
<th>HH open</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Drum Set

There are many high points in the song. The obvious highlight is the tension & release/question & answer dialogue between the verses and the choruses. The hypnotic and slightly foreboding verse vamp gives way to the wide open chorus. Hi Hat/rim clicks - Ride/Snare/Crash

Style & Analysis:

I love the big gear change in the bridge when finally Copeland drops into a straight ahead rock beat. Then carries that through to the last chorus with the 2 & 4 backbeat plus ride. But he returns to his cryptic and trademark reggae-rock fusion style for the outro vamp.

This sums up Stewart Copeland for me. I consider him an original. He's not reggae and he's not rock. He really does mash it up. He gets away with very busy and fiery drum parts, which are probably an extension of his personality and temperament. The Police is only a 3-piece and his busy, hectic style fills up the space perfectly.

Copeland's style was vital to the Police sound and he continues to inspire and amaze me with his aggressive, highly original and musical approach.
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